AMERICAN HERITAGE WILDLIFE FOUNDATION 59895 Hwy 200 Clark Fork Idaho 83811
208.266.1488 www.ahwf.org
Volunteer Automobile Waiver and Release

Date: ______/_____/______
Month Day Year
I agree that all the activities and events which benefit American Heritage Wildlife Foundation shall be
concluded in the safest manner possible. The utmost care shall be given to ensure that the opportunity provided is safe and enjoyable. I understand that as a volunteer, I will be required to conduct tasks and duties without direct supervision. Direct liability will not be that of this nonprofit organization.
I agree that any personal medical condition shall be monitored and maintained by myself alone. The required supplies shall be kept on my person or nearby at all times of service. Allergies will be reported and
must be made clearly understood. Emergency contact information shall be provided.
I understand that my volunteer service has a community need base. American Heritage Wildlife Foundation provides the need of wildlife rehabilitation and community education. I agree to maintain a helpful spirit,
or am willing to be removed from service. I understand my actions have direct consequences towards this
nonprofit. Negligence, independent or unauthorized actions, intentional misconduct or strict liability taken on
my part will result in dismissal from service.
My safety, during the projects and events for which I am scheduled, is my own responsibility. I shall not
hold American Heritage Wildlife Foundation liable for any potential personal injuries sustained. I will not
attempt actions that are contrary to organizational procedures. I will not hold this nonprofit liable if I act outside the scope of my duties.
My personal vehicle shall occasionally be required to retrieve wild animals located at North Idaho Animal
Hospital in Sandpoint. I shall take responsibility for my actions while driving to and from this veterinary hospital. The animals will be transported in crates, boxes or such a manner thereby will not interfere with safe
travel and driving. I understand that accepting fuel reimbursement will not constitute indirect responsibility
or fault by AHWF if motor vehicle laws are violated or an accident occurs.
My personal vehicle shall occasionally be used to collect supplies for and conduct business about American
Heritage Wildlife Foundation. I understand this is a voluntary act. I accept I am responsible for my own actions while operating my own vehicle. Additionally, I shall maintain legally required insurance and abide by
all traffic laws.
I release all claims or causes of action of any kind whatsoever for damages and/or injuries during my internship activities. I agree to hold harmless American Heritage Wildlife Foundation, its leaseholder, its members, and other volunteers from liability for any damages or injures resulting from any negligence or willful
wrongdoing on my part during my participation in the scheduled opportunities.
____________________________________
Signature

_________________________________
Printed Name

*signature of document acknowledges questions (if any) were addressed, complete understanding, and release of fault.

